Pre-K & Kindergarten - 2nd Grade
Pre-K -Kindergarten (Ages 3-5)

Kindergarten - 2nd Grade (Ages 5-7)

Beep Beep! Vroom Vroom! Transportation (Haynes)
Toddlers take the driver's seat in their favorite vehicles
while learning letters and numbers, exploring colors,
solving puzzles and showing their creativity. Play with cars,
motorbikes, boats and other vehicles; learn letters and
numbers; explore with animation and sound; build
vehicles

Claws! Paws! And Leggy Things! Science (County)
Kids will learn about life from pre-historic times to the
present while listening to stories, playing games, finding
hidden objects, and challenging their minds. Explore the
Jurassic period and dinosaurs; strengthen memory skills;
improve hand-eye coordination; learn about insects and
animals

On the job! Occupations (County)
Children can be whatever they want to be, exploring their
way through the world as veterinarians, firefighters,
doctors, musicians, Presidents and more. Explore different
professions ; Learn day-to-day life skills ; Develop critical
thinking skills ; Practice problem solving

Minds in Motion! STEAM (Haynes)
Kids will put their minds to work and accelerate their
problem-solving skills with challenges that help them
combine their understanding of art, science, technology,
engineering, and math. Explore technology and build new
skill sets; practice arithmetic, geometry, measurement and
data, time, and money; learn about force, acceleration,
buoyancy, heat, elasticity and gravity; strengthen problemsolving skills

Van Gogh go go! Painting and Drawing ( Mountains)
The world is a blank canvas that children can color all their
own while playing games and interacting with stories that
engage the imagination and encourage creative thinking.
Explore color sense ; Learn the alphabet ; Practice drawing
and painting ; Express creativity

Nickelodeon all-stars! Popular kids Characters (Haynes)
Kids will join favorite Nickelodeon characters including
Dora the Explorer, Bubble Guppies, and SpongeBob
Squarepants in games and adventures that will develop
their reading, math, art, critical thinking skills, and more.
Learn to recognize and write letters; Practice letter sounds
and phonics skills; Create art pieces; Develop early math
skills
Prehistoric Playground! Dinosaurs (Mountains)
Kids will be transported to another time while digging,
playing, and learning about dinosaurs and prehistoric
creatures from the Brachiosaurus to the Woolly
Rhinoceros. Learn about all of your favorite dinosaurs ;
Explore prehistoric times ; Strenghten critical thinking skills
; Develop a love for science
Talk of the World! Languages (Mountains)
Kids will travel around the world picking up the basics of
language, culture, and tradition while using sight and
sound to learn numbers, colors, shapes and more. Explore
multiple languages ; Listen to stories in in languages from
around the world ; Learn facts and history different
countries; Improve retention by engaging sight and sound
The Think Master! Critical Thinking (County)
Kids will learn all sorts of ways to sharpen their minds and
develop their critical thinking skills as they complete
challenges, master memory games, find hidden objects,
make their way through mazes, and more. Improve
memory and problem-solving skills; Develop hand-eye
coordination; Sharpen logic and critical-thinking;
Strengthen concentration

